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FEATURES / Coronavirus ethics
A leading American philosopher and bioethicist looks at the
unexamined assumptions that underlie diﬀerent public policy
approaches to the Covid-19 pandemic / By DANIEL P. SULMASY

The virus and the
common good
PHOTO: PA/XINHUA, SHEN BOHAN

Medical workers in Wuhan, China, transfer a
patient who has Covid-19 to an intensive care unit

T

HIS VIRUS infects young and old,
rich and poor, politicians and labourers, the able-bodied and the disabled,
people of every nation and race. It
does have different effects on different people
– older persons and those with diabetes or
heart conditions fare worse. Mercifully, children do not seem to become so sick. But no
one who has not been infected is immune.
This is a pandemic, affecting everyone, and
so cities, nations, and the world must respond
collectively to the threat. And everyone agrees
that, in deciding how best to respond to the
pandemic, we must consider the common
good. But what is “the common good”? Put
somewhat simply, there are four different
ways of thinking about the common good,
which you might call utilitarian, liberal,
authoritarian, and holistic.
Most of the time, societies and governments
are not aware of their implicit understanding
of where the common good lies. But under
pressure the underlying ethical stances emerge
and form public policy. How the responses
to the pandemic are framed reveal which
notion of the common good underlies them.
The most common responses to Covid-19,
especially in the English-speaking world, have
been driven by a utilitarian notion of the common good. For utilitarians, the common good
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is the sum of the good of each individual.
Individuals are treated as isolated cells of
pleasure and pain, or preferences, or interests,
or utility. One tallies up the expected good
for each individual and that sum is the common good. Neither the means to achieve that
good nor the distribution of that good across
the population or among particular groups
really matters. Utilitarians love to contemplate
rationing because they think it proves their
case. But I think it shows their true colours.
FOR EXAMPLE, in the face of a surge of
patients infected with Covid-19, Spain has
issued guidelines asking doctors to consider
“social worth” in deciding who gets a ventilator.
Various US guidelines have called for mandatory age cut-offs, and/or exclusion of the
mentally retarded or demented. More subtly,
some of these guidelines ration by “life-years”.
While claiming to be non-discriminatory and
fair, rationing by life-years bakes discrimination into the scheme.
Maximising life-years is a classic utilitarian
idea that reflects their view of the common
good. It doesn’t take more than a moment’s
reflection to recognise that the elderly have
fewer life-years, and that someone with
Down’s syndrome can be expected to have a
shorter life expectancy as well. Under the

veneer of rationality and fair-mindedness lies
a formula that pits the young and able-bodied
against the elderly, the disabled, and those
already on the margins of society.
The notion of the common good embedded
in political liberalism (and especially neo-liberalism) also finds expression in a number of
reactions to the pandemic. The liberal view
of the common good is narrow – it is no more
than those things that we all must hold in
common in order to survive. Our common
good consists merely of what all of us need
to have a shot at flourishing – air, water, safety
and security, and a minimal set of regulations
to keep us from chaos.
Everything else is left to nature and the free
marketplace of money, goods, and ideas. It is
this notion of the common good that leads
some to argue that our response to the pandemic should minimise, as much as possible,
the disruption of individual freedom, everyday
life, and the economy. In the end, on this view,
just as markets occasionally must undergo a
correction, so nature may be issuing a correction. We might even end up better off.
WHILE WE HAVE a duty to try to save lives
and slow the spread of the infection, we can’t
ruin the economy in the process. And given
that those most afflicted are elderly and sickly,
the losses would be tolerable. The neo-liberal
view is that an obligatory lockdown to address
Covid-19 is a disproportionate and unjust
intervention of the state into the lives of free
citizens. Millions of people have (or will) lose
their jobs as a result.
In the long run, argue the neo-liberals, the
impact of the impulse to save more lives might
be worse than letting nature take its course
by permitting the virus to spread widely
enough to provide us with population-level
immunity. This sense of the common good
seems too narrow; too mean-spirited.
The third notion of the common good might
be described as authoritarian. On this view,
the common good is identified with the state,
or the proletariat, or the people (das Volk),
as something above the individual. Persons
are regarded as servants of a common good
that supersedes them and their particular
personal goods and rights. This is how things
played out in China, for example. At first, the
emerging epidemic was ignored as detracting
from the reputation of the state and its “glorious people”. Then, when things got out of
hand, the state reacted with enormous force.
The city of Wuhan was shut down by the
police and the army. The nation’s extensive
system of personal surveillance was called
into service, using security cameras, facial
recognition software, and GPS tracking to
locate and isolate infected individuals and to
identify and quarantine contacts. The engines
of state-sponsored manufacturing were marshalled to produce needed medical equipment.
Now China is selling that medical equipment
to more recently afflicted countries under the
guise of relief, but motivated, certainly, by the
potential financial and propaganda gains.
The authoritarian approach seems to have
contained the virus, but at a cost in terms of
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freedom and respect for individual dignity
that is too high.
The fourth understanding of the common
good is that it is more than the sum of the
parts and more than the necessary goods we
share in common. The common good is
greater than the good of any individual, but
not something that exists above or apart from
the individual. On this holistic view of the
common good, the good of the individual is,
in part, constituted by the good of the whole.
And the good of each individual is always, in
turn, respected as integral to the common
good. This is the traditional Catholic view,
but it can also be found in the ideas of a number of philosophers.
HOW WOULD the Catholic understanding
of the common good inform public policy and
the rationing of ventilators? With respect to
public health measures such as lockdowns,
it would prioritise the saving of concrete lives
now over the need to keep the economy growing. We matter to each other – all of us. Yes,
stock investments have been depleted and
many people, particularly in service-oriented
economies, have lost their jobs. Yet we know
that when this passes the economy will recover.
In the meantime, as individuals and as governments, we have responsibilities to help
those most affected by the economic fallout.
We should carry out our public health
response by rallying people’s sense of the holistic
common good and not by trampling on rights
and freedoms. When this is over, we have an
obligation to find out how we can accomplish
effective public health measures without stalling
the economy. There will be another pandemic.
We need to be better prepared. Above all, we
should realise that the best stimulus for the
economy will be the end of Covid-19.
WE SHOULD certainly do everything in our
power to avoid the rationing of life-saving
medical equipment, but if it comes to it we
should not triage in ways that are discriminatory or exacerbate existing inequalities in
our society. We should allocate resources based
on simple, objective, fair, medical criteria:
need, prognosis, and effectiveness. Does the
patient need the resource? Is the patient going
to live more than a few months anyway? Will
the treatment be effective in helping the
patient recover? Age and pre-existing medical
conditions will certainly be part of such estimations, but we should not establish criteria
that automatically exclude people on the basis
of age or disability. We should not be deceived
by more subtle forms of discrimination baked
into formulas such as “maximising life-years”.
On the holistic, Catholic view, the elderly,
the disabled, and the marginalised are part
of us, and we are part of them. This virus does
not make calculations based on “social worth”.
And neither should we.
Daniel P. Sulmasy is the André Hellegers
Professor of Biomedical Ethics in the
Departments of Medicine and Philosophy and
Acting Director of the Kennedy Institute of
Ethics, Georgetown University, Washington.

For myself, I am busy and
feel this spring could go on
for ever. I know it can’t
LIFE IS LIKE two novels
at once for me. One is by
Patrick O’Brian, the other
by Barbara Pym.
O’Brian has his faults,
but he does possess the rare genius of
suggesting long days of forward motion
at sea by a ship like the Surprise, under
the command of Jack Aubrey. The
fictional ship was based on HMS
Surprise, captured from the French in
1796. With a length of 129ft, for war
service it carried a complement of 220
men. Social distancing was uneven.
Today, the world turns, the sun rises,
the trees come into leaf all on their own,
just as a ship sails on constantly. But like
a city, a ship needs unremitting
attention: trimming, steering, cleaning.
Its people need a routine of watches,
dinner, grog, making and mending,
dance and skylark. A crew is a more or
less satisfactory community, but in urban
life just now, we are all little captains in
our cabins. Yet under the sun there has
been a following wind. Landfall is
uncertain, but we’re not in the doldrums.
For myself, I am busy and feel this spring
could go on for ever. I know it can’t.
But there is a side to London life under
coronavirus never better expressed than
by Barbara Pym, who explored the
psychology of trivial worries, tiredness
and unfulfilled emotions. She’s very good
on unappetising food. In 1952, when
Excellent Women was published, the war
was a recent event; the danger had gone
but not the drabness.
The narrator of that book is Mildred
Lathbury, a clergyman’s daughter, a
spinster in her thirties. “I made myself
what seemed an extravagant lunch of
two scrambled eggs, preceded by the
remains of some soup and followed by
cheese, biscuits and an apple,” she notes.
“I was glad that I wasn’t a man, or the
kind of man who looked upon a meal
alone as a good opportunity to cook a
small plover.”
Miss Lathbury lives, like Barbara Pym
and like me, on the “wrong side of
Victoria Station”. For them, “remains”
were a regular feature, kept not in a
fridge but a larder. Plovers I do not see,
but eggs are back after a brief panic
absence. In fact the supermarket bulges
with a variety of home and foreign
foodstuffs that no one in England in
1952 could dream of finding. It’s not
shortages that we fear but getting into a
habit of dreary wistfulness in which a
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hot-water bottle, a radio play and the
knitting seem consolations.
“BOOKS OF Latin and Greek
compositions are rare nowadays,” wrote
Colin Leach in the Classical Review
when Ronald Knox’s posthumous In
Three Tongues was published at 18
shillings by Chapman and Hall in 1959.
The volume contained a translation of
“Jabberwocky” into Greek and an
imagined Latin letter to Penelope from
Ulysses inside the Wooden Horse,
written in Ovidian verse.
Few today could share the jokes it
contained. But the affable Armand
D’Angour, fellow in classics at Jesus
College, Oxford, has spent some of his
isolation time turning it into idiomatic
English verse. If we feel cooped up, it’s
nothing to Ulysses’ discomfort as he’s
trundled with comrades towards the
walls of Troy. “The tickle up my nose
from Thoas’ crest I can’t abide / And now
Thersander’s quiver’s poking holes in my
backside.”
At my paper we were delighted to be
able to put on the Letters page the 20
lines of Professor D’Angour’s homage to
Knox. As a light piece of high culture it
meant not talking down to the readers. I
think they appreciated it. In the infinite
space of the online edition it was
accompanied by Knox’s original. That
really was for enthusiasts.
A MAN BEGGING outside Waitrose
called me Sir. It wasn’t personal. Perhaps
it was to do with class or perhaps he had
served in the Forces. I never thought
when I was young that anyone would call
me Sir when I was older. I thought the
world had changed. It doesn’t give me
any pleasure now.
But it can be useful to be able to call
people something. I remember being
driven across Mexico a few years ago by a
motherly woman, when we were stopped
by a soldier at a roadblock. It could have
been an awkward moment in a country
where extorted bribes are not unknown.
But she was able to address him as
Joven, “Young Man”, and
he was no longer so much
in charge. Off we went on
our way untroubled,
bowling down past
Popocatépetl to Atlixco.
Christopher Howse is an assistant editor
of The Daily Telegraph.
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